
The Wensleydale Group –(Yoredale Series) as seen in Mill Gill Askrigg 
July 5th 2012 – Leader Bill Fraser 
 
It was a very wet Thursday morning following days of rain that an intrepid group of 8 of us met 
outside Askrigg Church, the site of a ministry by George Fox in 1652.  Today Bill Fraser 
introduced the walk with a reminder that it was John Phillips ( nephew of William Smith)  who 
in 1825 spent much time recording and analysing the rocks in Mill Gill by walking along the 
stream bed and demonstrating the 11 successions of limestones, coal ( in some) ,shales, 
siltstones and sandstones which constitute the Yoredale Series formed in a river delta 
approaching from the north about 330m years ago during the lower carboniferous period. 
 
Our first encounter with the stream showed an outcrop of the start of the second cyclothem – 
the Gayle Limestone - in a shallow channel above which the valley opened where the softer 
shales were evident allowing the valley to be eroded by the stream. At Mill Gill the roaring 
waterfall drowned any discussions so we viewed the typical Yoredale succession of 
coarsening upwards sequence of shales, siltstone and sandstone, and then, at the cill of the 
falls, the sudden change to the  3rd cyclothem of the Hardraw Scar Limestone through which 
the stream had cut a small gorge. 
 
Standing away from the falls Bill explained in detail how the succession had occurred during a 
gradual invasion of the freshwater delta into the marine environment and then a sudden 
change to warm clear seas away from land. The many theories on many hands of that event 
led us to forget the rain. We then examined a small quarry alongside Mill Gill where the 
limestone had been quarried for the adjacent lime kiln. 
 
On leaving the gorge the rain had cleared and with warm blue skies we sat overlooking 
Wensleydale to have a lunch break. Opposite us was Addlebrough the top of which was 
above the Main Limestone - the top and 11th cycle. Other cyclothems were visible as terraces 
on the hillside. 
 
Moving higher and back to the gorge Bill demonstrated the small variations which were 
evident in each main cyclothem where thin layers of limestone, seat earth and coal appeared 
probably locally due to the meandering nature of many river outlets of the delta. 
 
Close to Whitfield Gill Force we stopped to view a small waterfall which cascaded over a 
sandstone block. Above here was the 4th cyclothem of the Simonstone Limestone which the 
stream had eroded away and then Whitfield Gill Force which was not accessible due to the 
high water levels. At this point we crossed the bridge and climbed up the east side of the 
gorge emerging at a track which led back to Askrigg. 
 
There were wonderful views here and Bill explained some general features we could see.  
To the east was Ellerkin Scar – an outcrop of the Main Limestone where a major landslip had 
occurred at the end of the ice age. In the valley was evidence of the glacier, not only in the “U” 
shape of the valley but also drumlins and eskers. To the south was Addlebrough with it’s 
terraces of the upper Yoredale series and above the Main Limestone platform, the start of the 
Upper Carboniferous. An excellent and informative day was had by all. Thank you Bill. 
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